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This paper deals with the measurement and physical interpretation of the quantitiesa and r
introduced in a previous paper@D. Stanzial, N. Prodi, and G. Schiffrer, ‘‘Reactive intensity for
general fields and energy polarization,’’ J. Acoust. Soc. Am.99, 1868–1876~1996!#. The quantity
a, which has the same time dependence as the squared acoustic pressure and the same direction as
the time averaged sound intensity^j &, will be called here ‘‘radiating’’ intensity, whiler which has
zero average, will be called ‘‘oscillating’’ intensity. A coherent picture of the energy transfer
process in steady sound fields based on the decompositionj5a1r of the instantaneous sound
intensity will be sketched and discussed. Furthermore, a direct experimental comparison betweena
and r and the real and imaginary parts of the complex intensity is presented for some field
conditions. © 1997 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~97!00510-9#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Ye, 43.20.Rz, 43.58.Fm@JEG#
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INTRODUCTION

Since the advent of instrumentation devoted to the m
sure of acoustic intensity, it has been possible to repre
the energy transfer process within sound fields by the us
experimentally measured intensity maps. A former noti
able result in this respect was due to Waterhouse and Ya1

whose description of the energy transfer process was de
oped on the concept of ‘‘energy streamlines’’: that is, lin
along which all the energy in the field did flow. These lin
are tangent to the average acoustic intensity at every p
inside the sound field.

An early criticism to this picture came from Mannet al.2

who started their analysis from the decomposition of inst
taneous intensityj into active and reactive parts and inves
gated, for a pure-tone field, how the decomposition affec
the energy transfer process description. Even if the term c
taining the reactive intensity time averages to zero, th
rightly concluded that both the active and reactive intensi
contribute to the actual energy flux. Another topic of th
contribution was the introduction of ‘‘sources’’ for reactiv
intensity, which are formally related to the Lagrangian of t
field, but whose physical significance is still an unresolv
problem.3

The definition of complex intensity for general fields
found in Ref. 4 leads to the conclusion that, since the ti
average of reactive intensity is not vanishing, then in orde
consider all the contributions to the energy transfer proc
it is necessary to also include, together with the active int
sity vector field, the flow of energy along the ‘‘paths’’ o
averaged reactive intensity. In other words, the general
tion of the point of view of Mannet al. is that a time average
picture of the energy transfer process is only achieved
means of two vector fields.

All the above-mentioned interpretations present a cr
cal aspect: the decomposition of instantaneous intensitj .
Once the mathematical properties of the decomposition
well-defined, then a consequent picture of the energy tran
process can be developed accordingly.
2033 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 102 (4), October 1997 0001-4966/97/10
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A new contribution to this matter was presented in
cent years in Refs. 5 and 6 where the general decompos
j5a1r has been introduced for stationary fields. In Refs
and 6a and r have been called ‘‘instantaneous active’’ an
‘‘reactive’’ intensity. Here, these quantities will be calle
respectivelyradiating and oscillating instantaneous inten
sity, in order to avoid confusion with the real and imagina
parts of the complex intensity.4 The mathematical features o
such decomposition will be summarized below; here we s
ply note that the time averaged value of radiating intens
equals the active intensity, while the time averaged value
oscillating intensity is zero by definition.

On the basis of this decomposition, a framework will
developed which gives both a time average and a tim
dependent interpretation of the energy transfer proc
within general stationary fields. In the time average fram
work only one vector field~averaged radiating intensity! can
be detected, which is tangent to streamlines of energy. B
different from Waterhouse’s first intuition, not all of the en
ergy actually flows along these streamlines. In fact, there
also energy which is transferred by the oscillating part
intensity, which cannot contribute to the net flow becaus
must oscillate due to the vanishing of time average value
r . Furthermore, within the proposed picture of energy tra
fer, plane progressive waves are considered as ideal gu
for energy radiation and, conversely, standing waves
sound fields where energy is locally oscillating.

The utility of building up such a framework for the de
scription of the time averaged energy transfer process is
dent. On the basis of this picture, for instance, practically
the intensity maps so far collected in the more disparate
tors of applied acoustics should be easily reinterpreted:
only lack affecting this kind of sound field visualization ca
be filled by adding to the intensity maps a suitable meas
telling how much energy oscillates around every measur
point.

In this paper the above outlined framework for the e
ergy transfer process is sketched and newly defined insta
20332(4)/2033/7/$10.00 © 1997 Acoustical Society of America
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neous and time averaged intensimetric quantities are in
duced and their measures are reported. A compariso
these quantities with the active and reactive intensi
known from literature is then accomplished and their diff
ent behavior is analyzed to some extent.

I. DEFINITIONS OF INSTANTANEOUS INTENSITIES

A. Definition of new intensimetric quantities

The behavior of the instantaneous intensity vectorj :
5pv can be understood by analyzing the time dependenc
pressurep and velocityv of the air particle at the measure
ment point. If pressure and velocity have the same time
pendence, their values cross the respective zero refer
line at the same instant and thus the two quantities y
values with the same algebraic sign. Then the componen
their product are positive and its time average is nonvan
ing. This occurrence means that a nonzerotime averaged
momentum is transmitted to the confining air particles
such a way that energy flux streamlines are built-up all o
the sound field. On the other hand, when pressure and ve
ity do not cross the zero line at the same instant, a fractio
the sound energy does not flow along the mean stream
passing through the given point and oscillates locally.

These two fundamental features of energy trans
mechanism are instantaneously described by the novel in
simetric quantitiesa and r introduced in Ref. 5.

Part a is responsible for energy propagation along t
streamlines and can be calledradiating intensity; in formulas
it reads:

a~x,t !:5
p2^pv&

^p2&
, ~1!

where^•& stands for the stationary time averaging procedu
The time averaged radiating intensity coincides with
well-known active intensity

A~x!:5^a&5^pv&.

Putting aside mathematical details it can be now no
that the complement to instantaneous intensity which
achieved by a simple vector subtraction:

r ~x,t !:5 j ~x,t !2a~x,t !5
^p2&pv2p2^pv&

^p2&
~2!

averages to zero by definition, i.e.,^r &[0.
The vector quantityr which, differently froma, must

change its orientation at a fixed point, can be calledoscillat-
ing intensity. Since the first-order statistical moment~time
average! of the vectorr always vanishes, a nontrivial mea
sure of the average properties ofr has to be obtained by th
calculation of the first nonvanishing higher-order mome
which, in this case, is the second-order one. The suita
mathematical entity to consider, in order to describe
second-order statistical properties of a vector, is thus
second-order tensorR5A2^r ^ r &. This tensor summarize
the most important time averaged spatial informations c
cerning oscillations of energy. In Ref. 6 a thorough exposi-
tion of the tensor formalism can be found.
2034 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 4, October 1997 D.
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For the aim of this paper we shall only consider t
scalar value

R:5A2^r2&, ~3!

which is directly obtained as the trace of the former tens

B. Alternative definitions

Mathematically speaking, the definition of radiating i
tensity consists in a multiplication of each component
active intensity by a normalized scalar functionp2/^p2&
which clearly has the same time dependence as the insta
neous squared pressure. Since both pressure and the
components of velocity are solutions of the wave equati
there is no physically sensible reason to prefer pressure to
velocity components in the definition given above. Hen
instead of squared pressure, one may equally pursue a
ternative normalization based on the square of the three c
ponents of velocity. This procedure involves the multiplic
tion of each component of active intensity by a normalizat
scalar function derived from the respective squared velo
component. On this basis a pair of alternative definitions
be introduced for radiating and oscillating intensities, whi
will be indicated bya8 and r 8:

a8~x,t !:5S ax8

ay8

az8
D ; ai8 :5

v i
2^pv i&

^v i
2&

; i 5x,y,z, ~4!

r 8~x,t !:5 j ~x,t !2a8~x,t !. ~5!

A few remarks have to be made, as this alternative d
nitions might seem to produce results different from tho
obtained by the definitions given in the previous section.
fact, it clearly appears that, starting from the samep(t) and
v(t), the two formulations will yield different time historie
of both radiating and oscillating intensity. Nevertheless
can be shown that the time average properties of the
pairsa, a8 and r , r 8 coincide, no matter the sound field. I
other words the following relations hold:

^a&5^a8&5^pv&5A, ~6!

A2^r2&5A2^r 82&5R. ~7!

We will support this statement with experimental results in
following section.

Given thata, a8 and r , r 8 present the same behavior
second statistical order, it can be stated that the two alte
tive definitions fit the same proposed picture.

C. Definition of active and reactive intensities

As reported in Ref. 4 the definitions of activeI (t) and
reactiveJ(t) instantaneous intensities in a narrow-band fie
are, respectively, the real and imaginary part of the comp
intensityI c(t), which is introduced by the implementation o
an Hilbert transformation process, here denoted by a car

I c~ t !:5 1
2@p~ t !1 i p̂~ t !#@v~ t !2 i v̂~ t !#,

I ~ t !:5Re$I c~ t !%5 1
2@p~ t !v~ t !1 p̂~ t !v̂~ t !#, ~8!

J~ t !:5Im$I c~ t !%5 1
2@ p̂~ t !v~ t !2p~ t !v̂~ t !#. ~9!
2034Stanzial and N. Prodi: Measurements—Physical interpretation
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The time average values of the above quantities can
easily calculated and are generally referred to by omitting
explicit time dependence:

I :5^pv&, J:5^pv̂&. ~10!

The instantaneous active intensity averages to the w
known active intensity and, in this respect,I and Eq.~6! give
the same time average description of energy flux.

Moreover, according to~10!, the time average of the
instantaneous reactive intensity in a general sound fiel
nonvanishing. The most remarkable difference betweeJ
and the time averaged oscillating intensity,R, Eq. ~7! is then
evident: whileR is a scalar quantity, the reactive intensityJ
is a vector quantity.

II. DISCUSSION

First of all, it must be remarked that summarizing t
time averaged properties of oscillating intensity by a sca
quantity provides exactly the suitable measure of that par
energy which does not contribute to the net flow. Since
cillating intensity has no average energy streamlines, w
one can do is to characterize the total amount of oscillati
of energy by the root mean square valueR, although neglect-
ing the spatial distribution of such oscillations. A forwa
step in the analysis shall involve the tensor formalism, wh
can tell exactly the average magnitude of oscillations of
ergy along every given direction. On the other hand,
vector field ~1! @as well as the alternative field~4!# always
has direction and orientation coinciding with that of the a
tive intensity, the modulus being equal only when time a
eraged. So the averaged streamlines of this quantity coin
with those of active intensity. This leads to the conjectu
that the energy transfer within any general stationary so
field can be exhaustively described by the time avera
properties of the radiating and oscillating intensities.

The relationship between the newly defined quantit
and active and reactive intensities is also of interest. T
equality of the averaged valuesA and I in any sound field
has been already stressed. Regarding the oscillating inte
it can be proved~see Ref. 6! that the direction along which
oscillations of energy occur coincides with that ofJ in a
monochromatic field, but this coincidence gets lost in gene
fields. This fact has also been briefly investigated experim
tally. Furthermore the time histories of the paired quantit
~1! and~8! as well as those of~2! and~9! have been experi
mentally obtained, and their comparison will be reported
the next section.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Intensimetric measurements have been carried out in
der to experimentally illustrate the newly defined quantiti
to check the frame for the energy transfer process base
them, and to relate them with active and reactive intensi
known from the literature.

All the measurements were taken along a single Ca
sian component coinciding with the axis of a sound intens
probe, Brüel & Kj ,r 3591 ~with 50-mm spacer!. The probe
supplied two pressure signals to an FFT Bru¨el & Kj ,r 2032
2035 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 4, October 1997 D.
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analyzer where they were captured and digitally convert
Then they were passed, via an HP-IB port, to a Hewle
Packard 9817 computer for subsequent processing. The
gram running on the computer first implemented Eule
equation to get the time history of the velocity in the m
point between microphones and then, exploiting suitable
gorithms, gave both the time histories and average value
the acoustic quantities introduced in Sec. I. The test sign
were delivered by a small loudspeaker mounted in an
closed cabinet.

The scale normalization for time-dependent intensim
ric measurements was accomplished by dividing each t
history by the root-mean square of instantaneous inten
~obtained with the same raw data!, whereas measures o
pressure and velocity were normalized by the root me
square of pressure.

The first set of measurements was carried out in a la
anechoic room with the probe facing the loudspeaker a
distance of 1 m. The test signal was noise in a third oct
band centered at 400 Hz. In Fig. 1 the instantaneous inten
is reported as reference: We note that a kind of amplitu
modulation seems to characterize the plot, showing als
fundamental of twice the center frequency of the band. F
ure 2 presents the temporal evolution of Eqs.~1! and~8! for
this field. As expected by the given definition, radiating i
tensity cannot change its sign along the plot as it must
ways be equal to that of its averageA. The quantityI (t)
behaves like a sort of running time average ofa.

Similarly, in Fig. 3 quantities~2! and~9! are shown. The
instantaneous reactive intensityJ(t) appears to be the enve
lope signal ofr , whose mean value is clearly zero as it o
cillates around the zero line.

The two comparisons of the coupled alternative defi
tions ~1! with ~4! and~2! with ~5! are shown respectively in
Figs. 4 and 5. For both radiating and oscillating instan

FIG. 1. Instantaneous intensity measured inside an anechoic room. Stim
is

1
3 octave band filter noise with center frequency of 400 Hz and the

tance between the loudspeaker and the facing probe is 1 m.
2035Stanzial and N. Prodi: Measurements—Physical interpretation
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stantially equivalent time-dependent picture.

Next, measures have been taken in a reverberation r
~V5245 m3, RT.4 s! and are here presented in Figs. 6–1
Figure 6 refers to a pure tone at 800 Hz as stimulus, wit
distance between the probe and loudspeaker of 1 m. In
case the relationships detected above, that isI (t) being a
running time average ofa and J(t) acting as the envelop
signal ofr , are confirmed. It is also worth noting the sign
J(t), which is negative even if the probe is facing th
speaker.

In the same room conditions, the stimulus was chan

FIG. 2. Comparison of radiating and active instantaneous intensities in
same field conditions as Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. Comparison of oscillating and reactive instantaneous intensitie
the same field conditions as Fig. 1.
2036 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 4, October 1997 D.
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to a random noise in the third octave band centered at
Hz and the related measures are shown in Figs. 7–11. Fi
7 provides an interesting example of ‘‘cooperation’’ betwe
pressure and normalized velocity~namelyrcv, wherer is
the equilibrium air density andc is the speed of sound!: The
zones where the two variables have the same time de
dence supply exclusively radiating contribution to instan
neous intensity, whereas the rest gives an oscillating con
bution. A link of this kind can be checked by considerin
Figs. 8 and 9 where the plots ofa andI (t) and ofr andJ(t)
are shown, respectively. In the present field conditions n
ther of the two relations of running the time average and

he

in

FIG. 4. Comparison of radiating intensity with its alternative definition
the same field conditions as Fig. 1.

FIG. 5. Comparison of oscillating intensity with its alternative definition
the same field conditions as Fig. 1.
2036Stanzial and N. Prodi: Measurements—Physical interpretation
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envelope signal between the newly defined quantities and
active and reactive instantaneous intensities encount
above is valid. Hence it is not possible to establish a straig
forward connection linking the new intensimetric quantiti

FIG. 6. Intensimetric quantities measured inside a reverberation ro
Stimulus is a pure tone of 800 Hz and the distance between the loudsp
and the facing probe is 1 m.

FIG. 7. Time histories comparison of pressure and normalized velocity
side a reverberation room. Stimulus is

1
3 octave band filter noise with cente

frequency of 630 Hz and the distance between the loudspeaker an
facing probe is 1 m.
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to the real and imaginary parts of the complex intensity.
In Figs. 10 and 11 the alternative definitionsa8 and r 8

are characterized by a time-dependent picture which is c
pletely different from that ofa and r .

In addition to the time dependence of the above m
tioned quantities, their spatial dependence was investig
through measurements of their time average values in dif
ent points inside test fields.

The measures were taken along the loudspeaker ax
various distances inside the anechoic room and each
average measurement at a fixed point was repeated 20 t
and statistically analyzed. The loudspeaker was fed wit

.
ker

-

the

FIG. 8. Comparison of radiating and active instantaneous intensities in
same field conditions as Fig. 7.

FIG. 9. Comparison of oscillating and reactive instantaneous intensitie
the same field conditions as Fig. 7.
2037Stanzial and N. Prodi: Measurements—Physical interpretation
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Hz
third octave band filtered noise centered at 400 Hz. Figure
reports the comparison of the averages of the different d
nitions of radiating and oscillating intensities. Their respe
tive values coincide within errors, thus validating Eqs.~6!
and ~7!. Incidentally one can interpret the intersection po
between radiating and oscillating intensity, occurring
about 25 cm from the loudspeaker, as the physical separa
between the near field and the far field. In the near field th
is a predominant effect of energy locally confined, where
the far field is characterized by the stronger radiation of
ergy.

Then a second loudspeaker was added facing the p

FIG. 10. Comparison of radiating intensity with its alternative definition
the same field conditions as Fig. 7.

FIG. 11. Comparison of oscillating intensity with its alternative definition
the same field conditions as Fig. 7.
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ous one at a distance of 1.1 m and measures were ta
along the line connecting the two. The loudspeaker on
right was fed with a pure tone of 385 Hz while the left on
with an equal amplitude pure tone of 415 Hz. The choice
rather close frequency signals~both within the third octave
band centered in 400 Hz! was intended to study the field in
quasi-interference condition. Figure 13 shows the time in
pendentR and the modulus of reactive intensityuJu for this
bichromatic superposition field. The two quantities behave
a completely different manner in the region of interest:R
tells us that at the points close to the center a great amou

FIG. 12. Averaged intensimetric quantities measured in the region in f
of a loudspeaker inside an anechoic room. Stimulus is

1
3 octave band filter

noise with center frequency of 400 Hz.

FIG. 13. Comparison of averaged oscillating intensity with the modulus
averaged reactive intensity in the region between two loudspeakers w
are 1.1 m apart inside an anechoic room. The loudspeaker on the right i
with a pure tone of 385 Hz and that on the left with a pure tone of 415
with equal amplitude.
2038Stanzial and N. Prodi: Measurements—Physical interpretation
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energy is indeed locally confined, just as it happens in
near field of a single loudspeaker. This result is consis
with the interpretation of progressive and standing wa
fields within the proposed picture of the sound energy tra
fer. In detail, the more the condition of equal frequency
approached, the more the field in the region of interest
sembles a standing wave pattern, which is agreed to b
acoustic field with all the energy trapped locally. The qua
tity uJu shows instead much lower values at the same po
because the contributions coming from the two sources
vectorially with opposite signs.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

New definitions of instantaneous intensimetric quantit
in general stationary fields called radiating and oscillat
intensities have been presented and measured for s
sound field conditions.

It has been experimentally shown that, although two
ternative different time-dependent definitions are possi
they both have the same properties to the second statis
order.

The introduction of radiating and oscillating intensiti
allows the time average energy transfer process within g
eral stationary fields to be described just in terms of
active intensity maps plus a scalar field accounting for
ergy which does not contribute to the net flow.

The comparison between instantaneous active and r
tive intensity and the newly introduced quantities has sho
that there is no straightforward general relationship betw
them, even if a kind of functional relation appears in some
2039 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 102, No. 4, October 1997 D.
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the tested fields. At last, although the time average of
radiating intensity coincides with that of the instantaneo
active intensity, the average properties of oscillating and
active intensity are substantially different in a general~non-
monochromatic! field.
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